
Managed a team of three including two front-end and one back-end developers
Achieved both business and user objectives by constant website optimization using 
data collected through di�erent analytical tools

UX Designer at OpenDNS

WORK EXPERIENCE:

UI/UX Designer at OpenDNS

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Expertise:

Maryam Kazerooni
UI/UX DESIGNER

Led the research and interaction design of a new Cloud Security feature

Implemented the complete redesign of the Setup Guide assisting Fortune 500 
companies in deploying security services

Led the UX and UI design of multiple OpenDNS projects including the responsive, 
enterprise-oriented website, customer-facing dashboard and OpenDNS iOS app

Brought together support, engineers and product managers in order to diagnose the 
flaws in the current Setup Guide 
Redesigned IA and task flows based on my analysis of collected data
Performed user testing against interactive wireframes and prototypes for feature 
validation and refinement of the flow

Conducted stakeholder interviews in order to solidify business goals and objectives 
Proved the market need for this new feature based on market research findings, 
customer interviews and surveys
Created IA, task flows, wireframes and interactive prototypes
Optimized the flow and IA of the product via on-site and remote user testing
Worked collaboratively alongside developers in an Agile environment to ensure a 
great user experience and coherent visual identity
Evolved Cloud Security feature in response to market demands

Interaction Design
UX Design
Wireframing 
Rapid Prototyping
Usability Testing
Motion Design
Information Architecture 
UI Design
Design Thinking 
Facilitation
Visual Design

OmniGra�e
InVision App
Illustrator
After E�ects
Photoshop 
HTML
CSS
Developer Toolbars
Google Analytics
Optimizely
Crazy Egg
Mixpanel

TOOLS THAT I USE:

SKILLS:

6 Years of experience helping B2B and B2C SaaS 
companies develop exceptional and easy to use 
services

Assisted the transformation of OpenDNS from a 
B2C into a multimillion dollar B2B company 
serving Fortune 500 companies

Experience:
Analyzing complex problems and 
producing simple and actionable 
solutions.

Shaping user experience based on user 
research and analysis of quantitative and 
qualitative data
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Explore project on portfolio

Explore project on portfolio

linkedin.com/in/maryamkazerooni

info@roqo.net 

(415)-912-8895

PORTFOLIOS:

UI/UX Design & Process: www.roqo.net

Visual Design: www.behance.net/nileland76   

http://www.roqo.net/
https://www.behance.net/nileland76
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maryamkazerooni
http://www.roqo.net/ux-project-feature-design/
http://www.roqo.net/ux-project-setup-guide-redesign/


Designed an online and mobile platform, allowing grassroots organizations in 
developing countries to create their own websites
Established Envaya’s Design Pattern Library (DPL) based on cultural and behavioral 
findings 
Collaborated with engineers to ensure an executable design within various technical 
restrictions

Lead UI Designer at Envaya 

Increased donation rate by 37% through website redesign to appeal to target 
market and evoke trust
Established creative direction for CFI website 
Designed CFI’s logo and printed collaterals

Playing Percussion
Painting
Cooking
Reading
Enjoying Life

HOBBIESDirected several cross-functional ideation sessions in order to define problems, discover 
opportunities and explore actionable solutions
Collaborated with a cross-functional team of product managers, marketing professionals 
and developers to execute according to timelines
Broke down complex, technical concepts into simple and easy to understand visuals
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11 Lead Visual Designer at CFT (Community Forests International)

CONTRACT EXPERIENCE:

EDUCATION:

Designed the entire web interface for HoGaming’s online platform
Negotiated priorities with stakeholders
Understood scope, managed requirements process
Improved the information architecture and the overall experience of HoGaming’s 
interactive iPad interface

UI/UX Designer at HoGaming 

Simplified task flows and interactions to reduce user’s cognitive load and 
improve learnability
Enhanced the interface visuals to appeal to the target audience

UI Designer for Grey's Anatomy interactive iPad app at Nielsen
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2002 - 2004, Digital Communication and Multimedia

Cavendish College

1996 - 2000, B.S. Molecular Biology

Tehran University

Explore on portfolio

http://www.roqo.net/ux-project-redesign-process/

